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Ask the Passengers
Beloved of readers and booksellers, our Fierce Reads program has garnered tons of
enthusiastic fans since its inauguration in 2012. Now, the authors you know and
love are coming together in one book! With standalone short stories from a
handpicked set of FR authors, this fabulous collection will often feature characters
or worlds from existing Fierce Reads titles. Extended, personal introductions from
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each author will make this a must-buy for fans as well as a fantastic portal for
engaging new readers with the program. With a wide range of genres and subject
matter, there will be something here for everyone!

Nostalgia for Death
The #1 New York Times bestselling series! Red Queen, by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Victoria Aveyard, is a sweeping tale of power, intrigue, and
betrayal, perfect for fans of George R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series. Mare
Barrow's world is divided by blood—those with common, Red blood serve the Silverblooded elite, who are gifted with superhuman abilities. Mare is a Red, scraping by
as a thief in a poor, rural village, until a twist of fate throws her in front of the
Silver court. Before the king, princes, and all the nobles, she discovers she has an
ability of her own. To cover up this impossibility, the king forces her to play the role
of a lost Silver princess and betroths her to one of his own sons. As Mare is drawn
further into the Silver world, she risks everything and uses her new position to help
the Scarlet Guard—a growing Red rebellion—even as her heart tugs her in an
impossible direction. One wrong move can lead to her death, but in the dangerous
game she plays, the only certainty is betrayal. And don’t miss Broken Throne: A
Red Queen Collection, featuring three brand-new novellas and other exclusive
content, coming in April!
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The Light in Hidden Places
The second book in The Lunar Chronicles series by Marissa Meyer. This is not the
fairytale you remember. But it's one you won't forget. SCARLET BENOIT'S
grandmother is missing. The police have closed her case. The only person Scarlet
can turn to is Wolf, a street fighter she does not trust, but they are drawn to each
other. Meanwhile, in New Beijing, Cinder will become the Commonwealth's most
wanted fugitive - when she breaks out of prison to stay one step ahead of vicious
Queen Levana. As Scarlet and Wolf expose one mystery, they encounter Cinder
and a new one unravels. Together they must challenge the evil queen, who will
stop at nothing to make Prince Kai her husband, her king, her prisoner . . . ***Red
Riding Hood-meets-Percy Jackson in a thrilling new spin on Grimm by Marissa
Meyer, the author of Cinder.***

Scarlet (The Lunar Chronicles Book 2)
It is time. The boy must leave his family to serve in the Queen’s army. To be
chosen is an honor. To decline is impossible. The boy is modified. He is trained for
several years, and learns to fight to the death. He proves to the Queen -- and to
himself -- that he is capable of evil. He is just the kind of soldier the Queen wants:
the alpha of his pack. At the publisher's request, this title is being sold without
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Digital Rights Management software (DRM) applied.

THE LUNAR CHRONICLES BOXED SET
This thrilling bestseller and National Book Award Finalist is a gritty, high-stakes
adventure of a teenage boy faced with conflicting loyalties, set in a dark future
America devastated by the forces of climate change. In America's flooded Gulf
Coast region, oil is scarce, but loyalty is scarcer. Grounded oil tankers are being
broken down for parts by crews of young people. Nailer, a teenage boy, works the
light crew, scavenging for copper wiring just to make quota--and hopefully live to
see another day. But when, by luck or by chance, he discovers an exquisite clipper
ship beached during a recent hurricane, Nailer faces the most important decision
of his life: Strip the ship for all it's worth or rescue its lone survivor, a beautiful and
wealthy girl who could lead him to a better life. In this powerful novel, Hugo and
Nebula Award winning author Paolo Bacigalupi delivers a fast-paced adventure set
in the vivid and raw, uncertain future of his companion novels The Drowned Cities
and Tool of War. "Suzanne Collins may have put dystopian literature on the YA map
with The Hunger Gamesbut Bacigalupi is one of the genre's masters, employing
inventively terrifying details in equally imaginative story lines." --Los Angeles
Times A New York Times Bestseller A Michael L. Printz Award Winner A National
Book Award Finalist A VOYA 2010 Top Shelf Fiction for Middle School Readers Book
A Rolling Stone 40 Best YA Novels Book
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The Lunar Chronicles: Cinder
Prepare to see the New York Times-bestselling series like you've never seen it
before, now with new cover art! The #1 New York Times-bestselling series that
brought fans a complex and thrilling world of cyborgs and evil queens, available
together in one beautiful boxed set. Once upon a time, in the future . . . . The Lunar
Chronicles are futuristic retellings of classic fairy tales. In Cinder, a teenage cyborg
(half human, half machine) must deal with a wicked stepmother, start a rebellion
against the evil Queen Levana, and decide how she feels about a handsome
prince. As the series continues, Cinder forges alliances with Scarlet, a spaceship
pilot who is determined to solve the mystery of a missing loved one--with the help
of a magnetic street fighter named Wolf; Cress, a computer hacker who is
imprisoned by Queen Levana; and Winter, a princess who's in love with a
commoner, and who discovers that Cinder, Scarlet, and Cress may hold the key to
saving her kingdom--and the world. Follow Marissa Meyer's The Lunar Chronicles
from the beginning with Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, Fairest: Levana's Story, Stars Above
(a collection of stories set in the Lunar Chronicles universe), and the epic
conclusion, Winter. Praise for the Lunar Chronicles: A mash up of fairy tales and
science fiction . . . a cross between Cinderella, Terminator, and Star Wars.
--Entertainment Weekly Prince Charming among the cyborgs. --The Wall Street
Journal
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Winter
Enter the world of Marissa Meyer s Lunar Chronicles, the #1 New York Timesbestselling series People, places, and scenes from Marissa Meyer s bestselling and
beloved intergalacticadventure come to life in this enchanting coloring book.
Castles, costumes, andcharacters inspired by fairy tales are detailed with intricate
anddecorative drawings perfect for coloring. Along with new text from the author,
including never-before-published commentary about the series, this is a
volumethat Lunartics (old fans and new) will want to own. "

Cress
First Light
"Queen Levana is a ruler who uses her "glamour" to gain power. But long before
she crossed paths with Cinder, Scarlet, and Cress, Levana lived a very different
story - a story that has never been told . . . until now"--

Tales of the Peculiar
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Download the first five chapters of Cinder by Marissa Meyer and start reading now!
Humans and androids crowd the raucous streets of New Beijing. A deadly plague
ravages the population. From space, a ruthless lunar people watch, waiting to
make their move. No one knows that Earth's fate hinges on one girl. Cinder, a
gifted mechanic, is a cyborg. She's a second-class citizen with a mysterious past,
reviled by her stepmother and blamed for her stepsister's illness. But when her life
becomes intertwined with the handsome Prince Kai's, she suddenly finds herself at
the center of an intergalactic struggle, and a forbidden attraction. Caught between
duty and freedom, loyalty and betrayal, she must uncover secrets about her past
in order to protect her world's future.

Flame in the Mist
A companion to the New York Times bestselling Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar
Children, now a major motion picture directed by Tim Burton. Before Miss
Peregrine gave them a home, the story of peculiars was written in the Tales.
Wealthy cannibals who dine on the discarded limbs of peculiars. A fork-tongued
princess. These are but a few of the truly brilliant stories in Tales of the
Peculiar—the collection of fairy tales known to hide information about the peculiar
world, including clues to the locations of time loops—first introduced by Ransom
Riggs in his #1 bestselling Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children series. Riggs now
invites you to share his secrets of peculiar history, with a collection of original
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stories in this deluxe volume of Tales of the Peculiar, as collected and annotated by
Millard Nullings, ward of Miss Peregrine and scholar of all things peculiar. Featuring
stunning illustrations from world-renowned woodcut artist Andrew Davidson this
compelling and truly peculiar anthology is the perfect gift for not only fans, but for
all booklovers. A perfect gift, reminiscent of classic bookmaking, this beautifully
packaged volume features full-page woodcut illustrations, gold foil stamping, a
ribbon, and removable back sticker. “[These tales] embody gentle, empowering
messages: accept yourself and others; celebrate difference and oddity; never lose
your sense of wonder.” —Financial Times “With a Victorian style for writing and a
capacity for subtle humor, the tales read as cautionary fables, rich with peril and
phantasy, and will be enjoyed by teens and adults alike.” —GeekDad.com From the
Hardcover edition.

Forget Me Not
Mailee and Cara take care of each other. Mailee is the star of the high school plays;
Cara is the stage manager. Mailee can't keep her life together; Cara has enough
organizational skills for the both of them.So when the girls are invited to visit the
Haven, a commune in the mountains near their suburban Montana homes, it
seems like an adventure. Until Cara starts spending every waking minute there
and Mailee thinks it's creepy, almost like a cult. When Cara decides she's going to
move to the Haven permanently, Mailee knows it's a bad idea. But how far will she
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go to save her best friend from herself?

Forgotten
Wires and Nerve, Volume 2
in the two years since its takeover of Obernewtyn, the secret community of Misfits
has flourished. Protected by their remoteness, Elspeth Gordie and her allies have
worked hard to develop their forbidden mental abilities—all in preparation for their
inevitable confrontation with the totalitarian Council. And though their training is
far from complete, the Misfits can no longer stay hidden when they learn of the
existence of a new Talent—one whose power may eclipse anything they have seen
before. From the Paperback edition.

Renegades
How far would you go to survive? In FIRE & FLOOD, Tella Holloway faced a
dangerous trek through the jungle and a terrifying march across the desert, all to
remain a Contender in the Brimstone Bleed for a chance at obtaining the Cure for
her brother. She can't stop - and in SALT & STONE, Tella will have to face the
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unseen dangers of the ocean, the breathless cold of a mountain, and twisted new
rules in the race. But what if the danger is deeper than that? How do you know who
to trust when everyone's keeping secrets? What do you do when the person you'd
relied on most suddenly isn't there for support? How do you weigh one life against
another? The race is coming to an end, and Tella is running out of time, resources,
and strength. At the beginning of the race there were one hundred twenty-two
Contenders. As Tella and her remaining friends start the fourth and final part of the
race, just forty-one are left . . . and only one can win. Victoria Scott's stunning
thriller will leave readers' hearts racing!

Girl in a Bad Place
A forbidden romance. A deadly plague. Earth's fate hinges on one girl . . . CINDER,
a gifted mechanic in New Beijing, is also a cyborg. She's reviled by her stepmother
and blamed for her stepsister's sudden illness. But when her life becomes entwined
with the handsome Prince Kai's, she finds herself at the centre of a violent struggle
between the desires of an evil queen - and a dangerous temptation. Cinder is
caught between duty and freedom, loyalty and betrayal. Now she must uncover
secrets about her mysterious past in order to protect Earth's future. This is not the
fairytale you remember. But it's one you won't forget.
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The Farseekers
NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From #1 New York Times-bestselling author
Marissa Meyer, comes a high-stakes world of adventure, passion, danger, and
betrayal. Secret Identities. Extraordinary Powers. She wants vengeance. He wants
justice. The Renegades are a syndicate of prodigies—humans with extraordinary
abilities—who emerged from the ruins of a crumbled society and established peace
and order where chaos reigned. As champions of justice, they remain a symbol of
hope and courage to everyoneexcept the villains they once overthrew. Nova has a
reason to hate the Renegades, and she is on a mission for vengeance. As she gets
closer to her target, she meets Adrian, a Renegade boy who believes in
justice—and in Nova. But Nova's allegiance is to the villains who have the power to
end them both.

Mirage
The second graphic novel, and sequel to Wires and Nerve, Volume 1, from #1 New
York Times and USA Today Bestseller Marissa Meyer! The world of the Lunar
Chronicles comes alive in this thrilling continuation of Wires and Nerve. Iko—an
audacious android and best friend to the Lunar Queen Cinder—has been tasked
with hunting down Alpha Lysander Steele, the leader of a rogue band of
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bioengineered wolf-soldiers who threaten to undo the tenuous peace agreement
between Earth and Luna. Unless Cinder can reverse the mutations that were forced
on them years before, Steele and his soldiers plan to satisfy their monstrous
appetites with a massacre of the innocent people of Earth. And to show he's
serious, Steele is taking hostages. Cinder and Kai, Scarlet and Wolf, Cress and
Thorne, and Winter and Jacin all feature in this epic new battle. But it is Iko who
must face her deepest fears when she uncovers the truth about her own unusual
programming. Questions of love, friendship, and mortality take Iko on an emotional
journey that will satisfy and delight fans of this bestselling series.

The Truth About Cinder
Astrid Jones desperately wants to confide in someone, but her mother's pushiness
and her father's lack of interest tell her they're the last people she can trust.
Instead, Astrid spends hours lying on the backyard picnic table watching airplanes
fly overhead. She doesn't know the passengers inside, but they're the only people
who won't judge her when she asks them her most personal questions . . . like
what it means that she's falling in love with a girl. As her secret relationship
becomes more intense and her friends demand answers, Astrid has nowhere left to
turn. She can't share the truth with anyone except the people at thirty thousand
feet, and they don't even know she's there. But little does Astrid know just how
much even the tiniest connection will affect these strangers' lives--and her
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own--for the better. In this truly original portrayal of a girl struggling to break free
of society's definitions, Printz Honor author A.S. King asks readers to question
everything--and offers hope to those who will never stop seeking real love.

Stars Above: A Lunar Chronicles Collection
Toonopolis is a cartoon city that is home to the thoughts and ideas of all sentient
beings in the universe. As the center of the Tooniverse, it acts as an other-worldly
rest stop for these creations.Chi Lin was the last unicorn on Earth before he sought
a safe haven for himself and his maiden, Saucha¿a thirteen century Indian girl.
Little did he realize that even though they were safe from death in the cartoon
universe, they were not safe from the machinations of Agent Mimic on
Earth.Gemini¿having barely escaped with his mind intact during his first adventure
in Toonopolis¿returns to the Tooniverse with Jimbob the Talking Eggplant on a
quest to find Chi Lin before Mimic can manipulate the unicorn into doing his
bidding. Join Gemini on an all new adventure into both familiar and brand-new
realms of Toonopolis where he makes more friends, visits old ones, and is
reminded that things are not always what they seem to be in this strange and everchanging world.

Fairest
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From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Wrath and the Dawn, comes
a sweeping, action-packed YA adventure set against the backdrop of Feudal Japan
where Mulan meets Throne of Glass. The daughter of a prominent samurai, Mariko
has long known her place—she may be an accomplished alchemist, whose cunning
rivals that of her brother Kenshin, but because she is not a boy, her future has
always been out of her hands. At just seventeen years old, Mariko is promised to
Minamoto Raiden, the son of the emperor's favorite consort—a political marriage
that will elevate her family's standing. But en route to the imperial city of Inako,
Mariko narrowly escapes a bloody ambush by a dangerous gang of bandits known
as the Black Clan, who she learns has been hired to kill her before she reaches the
palace. Dressed as a peasant boy, Mariko sets out to infiltrate the Black Clan and
track down those responsible for the target on her back. Once she's within their
ranks, though, Mariko finds for the first time she's appreciated for her intellect and
abilities. She even finds herself falling in love—a love that will force her to question
everything she's ever known about her family, her purpose, and her deepest
desires.

Cinder
A forbidden romance. A deadly plague. Earth's fate hinges on one girl . . . CINDER,
a gifted mechanic in New Beijing, is also a cyborg. She's reviled by her stepmother
and blamed for her stepsister's sudden illness. But when her life becomes entwined
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with the handsome Prince Kai's, she finds herself at the centre of a violent struggle
between the desires of an evil queen - and a dangerous temptation. Cinder is
caught between duty and freedom, loyalty and betrayal. Now she must uncover
secrets about her mysterious past in order to protect Earth's future. This is not the
fairytale you remember. But it's one you won't forget.

Fierce Reads: Kisses and Curses
Prepare to see the New York Times-bestselling series like you’ve never seen it
before, now with new cover art! The final book in the #1 New York Times- and USA
Today-Bestselling Lunar Chronicles series by Marissa Meyer! As the story draws to
a close, our team of fairytale heroines must join forces with wicked Levana's own
stepdaughter to stop the evil space queen once and for all—or lose everything. "An
interesting mash up of fairy tales and science fiction . . . a cross between
Cinderella, Terminator, and Star Wars." —Entertainment Weekly on the Lunar
Chronicles "Prince Charming among the cyborgs." —The Wall Street Journal on the
Lunar Chronicles Princess Winter is admired by the Lunar people for her grace and
kindness, and despite the scars that mar her face, her beauty is said to be even
more breathtaking than that of her stepmother, Queen Levana. Winter despises
her stepmother, and knows Levana won't approve of her feelings for her childhood
friend—the handsome palace guard, Jacin. But Winter isn't as weak as Levana
believes her to be and she's been undermining her stepmother's wishes for years.
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Together with the cyborg mechanic, Cinder, and her allies, Winter might even have
the power to launch a revolution and win a war that's been raging for far too long.
Can Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, and Winter defeat Levana and find their happily ever
afters? Fans will not want to miss this thrilling final installment in the national
bestselling Lunar Chronicles series. Don't miss these other books from #1 New
York Times-and USA Today-Bestselling author Marissa Meyer: The Lunar
Chronicles: Cinder Scarlet Cress Winter Stars Above Fairest The Lunar Chronicles
Coloring Book Wires and Nerve: Vol.1 Wires and Nerve: Vol.2 Renegades:
Renegades: Book One Archenemies: Book Two Supernova: Book Three Heartless
Praise for the Lunar Chronicles: #1 New York Times-Bestselling Series USA Today
Bestseller Publishers Weekly Bestseller "Terrific." —Los Angeles Times "Marissa
Meyer rocks the fractured fairy tale genre." —The Seattle Times "Epic awesome."
—Bustle "A binge-reading treat." —MTV "Takes the classic to a whole new level."
—NPR "Delivers in spades . . . Winter's exciting, action-packed plot will have you
devouring all 824 pages fast and furiously." —USA Today on Winter "This final
installment abounds with nail-biting action, suspense, and romance." —Publishers
Weekly on Winter

Ship Breaker
Astronomy-loving Calliope June has Tourette syndrome, so she sometimes makes
faces or noises that she doesn't mean to make. When she and her mother move
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yet again, she tries to hide her TS. But it isn't long before the kids at her new
school realize she's different. Only Calliope's neighbor, who is also the popular
student body president, sees her as she truly is--an interesting person and a good
friend. But is he brave enough to take their friendship public? As Calliope navigates
school, she must also face her mother's new relationship and the fact that they
might be moving--again--just as she starts to make friends and finally accept her
differences. Ellie Terry's affecting debut will speak to a wide audience about being
true to oneself.

The Lunar Chronicles Coloring Book
“A refreshing and unique coming-of-age storya beautiful and necessary meditation
on finding strength in one’s culture.” —Entertainment Weekly, Top Pick of the
Month “A YA marvel that will shock breath into your lungs. If you loved The Wrath
and the Dawn and Children of Blood and Bone, Mirage will captivate you.” —The
Christian Science Monitor “This debut fantasy has what it takes to be the next big
thing in sci-fi/fantasy.” —SLJ, starred review “Immersive, captivating.” —ALA
Booklist, starred review In a world dominated by the brutal Vathek empire,
eighteen-year-old Amani is a dreamer. She dreams of what life was like before the
occupation; she dreams of writing poetry like the old-world poems she adores; she
dreams of receiving a sign from Dihya that one day, she, too, will have adventure,
and travel beyond her isolated home. But when adventure comes for Amani, it is
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not what she expects: she is kidnapped by the regime and taken in secret to the
royal palace, where she discovers that she is nearly identical to the cruel halfVathek Princess Maram. The princess is so hated by her conquered people that she
requires a body double, someone to appear in public as Maram, ready to die in her
place. As Amani is forced into her new role, she can’t help but enjoy the palace’s
beauty—and her time with the princess’ fiancé, Idris. But the glitter of the royal
court belies a world of violence and fear. If Amani ever wishes to see her family
again, she must play the princess to perfectionbecause one wrong move could lead
to her death.

The Queen's Army
The #1 New York Times Bestselling Series! Princess Winter is admired by the Lunar
people for her grace and kindness, and despite the scars that mar her face, her
beauty is said to be even more breathtaking than that of her stepmother, Queen
Levana. Winter despises her stepmother, and knows Levana won't approve of her
feelings for her childhood friend--the handsome palace guard, Jacin. But Winter
isn't as weak as Levana believes her to be and she's been undermining her
stepmother's wishes for years. Together with the cyborg mechanic, Cinder, and her
allies, Winter might even have the power to launch a revolution and win a war
that's been raging for far too long. Can Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, and Winter defeat
Levana and find their happily ever afters? Fans will not want to miss this thrilling
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conclusion to Marissa Meyer's national bestselling Lunar Chronicles series.

Toonopolis
Working to overthrow Queen Levana, a fugitive Cinder and her companions search
for Rapunzel-like hacker Cress, who has been trapped on a satellite since childhood
and who has received orders from Levana to foil Cinder's efforts. By the bestselling author of Scarlet.

The Lunar Chronicles Boxed Set: Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, Fairest,
Stars Above, Winter
Before he was freed by Neferet, Kalona was imprisoned within the earth for
centuries because of the Darkness in his heart. But what happened to the Other
World’s Kalona? It’s as though he’s been forgotten, or maybe he never existed at
all In the present, Other Neferet may have left her House of Night, but she has far
from given up her goal of immortality and world domination. As she operates in
secret to gain access to Old Magick, the new High Priestess, Anastasia Lankford,
works toward peace and acceptance for the vampyres of the Other World. But just
as Other Kevin’s broken heart will take time to heal, peace in that world will also
take time and work—and not all of the Other World vampyres want peace. After all,
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why should they return to being shunned by humans, especially when they’ve had
a taste of how it feels to be in power? Meanwhile, Zoey is desperate to help rid the
Other World of Neferet once and for all, and not knowing what’s going on over
there is eating away at her. But, as the Nerd Herd warns, it’s far too dangerous to
call on Old Magick time and again. As a distraction, she throws herself into her
work and attempts to bring the humans and vampyres of Tulsa closer together
with the first human-vampyre swim meet in history! It’s too bad that something
always seems to go wrong whenever the stakes are high. What happens when
worlds clash and powers that should be left alone are awakened? Can Other Kevin
and his world heal from the wounds Neferet continues to inflict? Can Old Magick
ever truly be harnessed and used for good? Or will Darkness extinguish Light and
leave our heroes broken, hopeless, and as forgotten as Kalona of the Silver Wings?
Don’t miss this second to last volume in the House of Night Other World saga!

Winter
The #1 New York Times Bestselling Series! Humans and androids crowd the
raucous streets of New Beijing. A deadly plague ravages the population. From
space, a ruthless lunar people watch, waiting to make their move. No one knows
that Earth's fate hinges on one girl. . . . Cinder, a gifted mechanic, is a cyborg.
She's a second-class citizen with a mysterious past, reviled by her stepmother and
blamed for her stepsister's illness. But when her life becomes intertwined with the
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handsome Prince Kai's, she suddenly finds herself at the center of an intergalactic
struggle, and a forbidden attraction. Caught between duty and freedom, loyalty
and betrayal, she must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect her
world's future. Marissa Meyer on Cinder, writing, and leading men Which of your
characters is most like you? I wish I could say that I'm clever and mechanicallyminded like Cinder, but no—I can't fix anything. I'm much more like Cress, who
makes a brief cameo in Cinder and then takes a more starring role in the third
book. She's a romantic and a daydreamer and maybe a little on the naïve
side—things that could be said about me too—although she does find courage
when it's needed most. I think we'd all like to believe we'd have that same inner
strength if we ever needed it. Where do you write? I have a home office that I've
decorated with vintage fairy tale treasures that I've collected (my favorite is a
Cinderella cookie jar from the forties) and NaNoWriMo posters, but sometimes
writing there starts to feel too much like work. On those days I'll write in bed or
take my laptop out for coffee or lunch. If you were stranded on a desert island,
which character from Cinder would you want with you? Cinder, definitely! She has
an internet connection in her brain, complete with the ability to send and receive
comms (which are similar to e-mails). We'd just have enough time to enjoy some
fresh coconut before we were rescued. The next book in the Lunar Chronicles is
called Scarlet, and is about Little Red Riding Hood. What is appealing to you most
about this character as you work on the book? Scarlet is awesome—she's very
independent, a bit temperamental, and has an outspokenness that tends to get her
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in trouble sometimes. She was raised by her grandmother, an ex-military pilot who
now owns a small farm in southern France, who not only taught Scarlet how to fly a
spaceship and shoot a gun, but also to have a healthy respect and appreciation for
nature. I guess that's a lot of things that appeal to me about her, but she's been a
really fun character to write! (The two leading men in Scarlet, Wolf and Captain
Thorne, aren't half bad either.)

Instant Karma
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people,
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai
and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this
futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.

Cinder: Chapters 1-5
The enchantment continues. . . . The universe of the Lunar Chronicles holds stories
- and secrets - that are wondrous, vicious, and romantic. How did Cinder first arrive
in New Beijing? How did the brooding soldier Wolf transform from young man to
killer? When did Princess Winter and the palace guard Jacin realize their destinies?
With nine stories - five of which have never before been published - and an
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exclusive never-before-seen excerpt from Marissa Meyer's upcoming novel,
Heartless, about the Queen of Hearts from Alice in Wonderland, Stars Above is
essential for fans of the bestselling and beloved Lunar Chronicles.

The Lunar Chronicles
This remarkable and acclaimed debut novel by the Newbery-winning author of
When You Reach Me introduces readers to a captivating, hidden world below the
ice… Peter is thrilled to join his parents on an expedition to Greenland. But when
they finally reach the ice cap, he struggles to understand a series of frightening yet
enticing visions. Thea has never seen the sun. Her extraordinary people, suspected
of witchcraft and nearly driven to extinction, have retreated to a secret world
they’ve built deep inside the arctic ice. As Thea dreams of a path to Earth’s
surface, Peter’s search for answers brings him ever closer to her hidden home in
this dazzling tale of mystery, science, and adventure at the top of the world. “A
mystic thriller.” —Entertainment Weekly “Optimistic science fiction that highlights
human ingenuity and survival under dire conditions.” —The Wall Street Journal

Red Queen
The extraordinary story of Stefania Podgórska, a Polish teenager who chose
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bravery and humanity by hiding thirteen Jews in her attic during WWII, from #1
New York Times bestselling author Sharon Cameron - now a Reese's Book Club YA
Pick!

Supernova
In New York Times bestselling author Marissa Meyer's young adult contemporary
romance, a girl is suddenly gifted with the ability to cast instant karma on those
around her – both good and bad. Chronic overachiever Prudence Daniels is always
quick to cast judgment on the lazy, rude, and arrogant residents of her coastal
town. Her dreams of karmic justice are fulfilled when, after a night out with her
friends, she wakes up with the sudden ability to cast instant karma on those
around her. Pru giddily makes use of the power, punishing everyone from public
vandals to mean gossips, but there is one person on whom her powers consistently
backfire: Quint Erickson, her slacker of a lab partner. Quint is annoyingly cute and
impressively noble, especially when it comes to his work with the rescue center for
local sea animals. When Pru resigns herself to working at the rescue center for
extra credit, she begins to uncover truths about baby otters, environmental
upheaval, and romantic crossed signals—not necessarily in that order. Her
newfound karmic insights reveal how thin the line is between virtue and vanity,
generosity and greed . . . love and hate and fate.
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Cinder
All's fair in love and anarchy in Supernova, the epic conclusion to New York Times
bestselling author Marissa Meyer's thrilling Renegades Trilogy This volume sees
Nova and Adrian struggling to keep their secret identities concealed while the
battle rages on between their alter egos, their allies, and their greatest fears come
to life. Secrets, lies, and betrayals are revealed as anarchy once again threatens to
reclaim Gatlon City.

Cinder (The Lunar Chronicles Book 1)
Don't miss the thrilling final chapter of Marissa Meyer's Lunar Chronicles series.
Princess Winter is admired for her grace, kindness and beauty, despite the scars on
her face. She's said to be even more breath-taking than her stepmother, Queen
Levana When Winter develops feelings for the handsome palace guard, Jacin, she
fears the evil Queen will crush their romance before it has a chance to begin. But
there are stirrings against the Queen across the land. Together with the cyborg
mechanic, Cinder, and her allies, Winter might even find the power to launch a
revolution and win a war that's been raging for far too long. Can Cinder, Scarlet,
Cress, and Winter claim their happily ever afters by defeating Levana once and for
all?
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Salt & Stone
Poetry by Xavier Villaurrutia, one of the few openly homo-sexual Latin American
writers of his time, presented here with a book-length critical study by Nobel
Laureate, Octavio Paz. --Copper Canyon Press. The latest of Eliot Weinberger's
brilliant translations of Latin American poets brings to English the major volume of
an impeccable Mexican modernist. --Booklist.

Winter (The Lunar Chronicles Book 4)
The evil lies little girls are told… There are hushed whispers about a wicked and
decadent place known as the Palace of Lazar. A prince with insatiable tastes and
the women who cater to it all. Feasts of pleasure, lust, and forbidden acts… all
submitting to the sensual allure of the Harem. But behind its bejeweled façade of
luxury and pleasure lies a haunting and evil truth. A dark and perverse world that
only the strong can survive. A truth Cinder is about to learn when her fairytale
dreams become twisted into a macabre masquerade of dancing vices. Will she
succumb to the demands of her current story, or cling to her fairytale ending?

Archenemies
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The Renegades Trilogy continues, in this fiercely awaited second installment after
the New York Times-bestselling Renegades by Marissa Meyer, author of the Lunar
Chronicles. Now a New York Times Bestseller! Time is running out. Together, they
can save the world. But they each other’s worst nightmare. Nova’s double life is
about to get a lot more complicated: As Insomnia, she is a full-fledged member of
the Renegades, a syndicate of powerful and beloved superheroes. She works with
Adrian’s patrol unit to protect the weak and maintain order in Gatlon City. As
Nightmare, she is an Anarchist - a group of of villains who are determined to
destroy the Renegades. Nova wants vengeance against the so-called heroes who
once failed her when she needed them most. But as Nova, her feelings for Adrian
are deepening, despite the fact that he is the son of her sworn enemies and,
unbeknownst to Nova, he has some dangerous secrets of his own. In this second
installment of the Renegades trilogy, Nova, Adrian, and the rest of their crew –
Ruby, Oscar, and Danna -- are faced with escalating crime in Gatlon City, while
covert weapons and conflicting missions have Nova and Adrian questioning not
only their beliefs about justice, but also the feelings they have for each other. The
line between good and evil has been blurred, but what's clear to them both is that
too much power could mean the end of their city – and the world – as they know it.

Exam Prep for: Cinder Book One of the Lunar Chronicles
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